SUPERLATIVE MOBILE
UA EXPERTS
Deep expertise and partner approach

adsup.me

SERVICES

OUR SERVICES

95% of our client has been working with us for more than 2 years.
Our principles: full transparency, deep product analytics, long-term cooperation, and, of course, the wish
to help our clients achieve their goals.
Customer success is Adsup success. Yes, that's our vision!

USER ACQUISITION
➔
➔
➔
➔

App Analysis
Promotional strategy
UA & Optimization
Evaluation of results

CREATIVE STUDIO
➔ Mobile app visual audit
➔ Сreation of various hypothesis
and scenarios
➔ Implementation 2D & 3D creatives
➔ Evaluation of results

ASA / ASO
➔ Promotion of mobile
apps in the store by
keywords
➔ Complex mobile app
page optimization

UNCONVENTIONAL
SOURCES
➔ Inﬂuence marketing
➔ DSP
➔ Social publics

USER ACQUISITION

1
2

APP ANALYSIS:
➔

App analysis

PROMOTIONAL STRATEGY:
➔
➔

3

Existing UA strategy, unit-economy, competition, killer
feature, monetization, organic traﬃc, etc.
Finding growth points for your app!

Promotional
strategy

Project roadmap: campaign details & goals, budget, timeline,
benchmarks
Fresh perspective & growth points of your mobile app

User Acquisition
& Optimization

USER ACQUISITION & OPTIMIZATION:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Creatives production
Campaigns launch
In-time optimization
Funnel analysis using eﬀective software

CREATIVE

CREATIVE STUDIO

Superlative ad creative production based on our scenarios or yours
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BRAND ANALYSIS

KILLER FEATURE SPOTTING
➔

Competitor creative analysis

➔
➔

3

2D AND 3D CREATIVES
PRODUCTION

4

AD CREATIVE PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
➔

Analyze the performance of all creatives with the client

Finding your top app features

➔

Find the best combination of hypothesis

Design high-performance scenarios

➔

Scale the approaches

ASO/ASA

ASO/ASA

We know how to increase the conversion to install not only thanks to cool
advertising creatives, but also the texts that hit the target, as well as visual
elements that reﬂect the essence of the app

ASO

Increases the visibility of your app in the
store, allows you to keep high positions
in the charts

ASA

The main targeting is keywords. Allows
attracting installs with a high LTV level

UNCONVENTIONAL SOURCES
We use additional sources for the maximum reach of advertising campaign

INFLUENCERS
DSP

Increase your brand awareness through
highly engaging traﬃc source

Acquire new qualitative traﬃc at scale
with minimal friction

TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONALS
Ready to boost your revenue and push up your business?

2 000 000$

> 1 300 000

3 000 000

> 4 500 000

REVENUE

PURCHASES

ORDERS

RIDES

«Adsup team was very helpful
in growing our game
internationally. Whole team
were always very responsive,
receptive to feedback and
constantly pushing for quality
traﬃc. We hope to work
together more in the future!»

«Over a long period of time
Adsup has captured big
volumes of traﬃc with
well-performed ROI. We are
satisﬁed with the traﬃc quality
and our mutual progress!»

Andy Jennings

Yuri Ivanov

PerBlue

Joom

1 year of cooperation

3 year of cooperation

«They are responsible team
of professionals, who pays
attention and make our
cooperation truly mutually
beneﬁcial. Huge volumes
of qualitative high-LTV traﬃc that’s what Adsup actually
provide.»

«They are among few partners,
those deliver large volumes of
qualitative traﬃc within a short
time.
May the Force of Facebook be
with you! »

Sergey Sivashov

Dzhulustan Matveev

Delivery Club
4 year of cooperation

inDriver

3 year of cooperation

WHAT IF I MANAGE UA IN-HOUSE?
80% of our clients have their own in-house UA team and this is what we help them with:
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Lack of creativity as the team
is working on one project

CREATIVITY

We have a high level of creativeness as we work with
a lot of projects, therefore we can oﬀer really creative ideas

Lack of experience
in GEO

EXPANSION

For 8 years we've expanded and enforced the positions
of our advertisers at more that 60 geos

Don’t know how to work
with a speciﬁc source

NEW TRAFFIC
SOURCES

We have tremendous experience in many sources
and we know how to scale up your ad campaign through them

Lack of buyers for advertising
ambitions

MASTER WIDER
AUDIENCE

Our expertise & production resources allows us to engage
the audiences, which in-house team for some reason cannot
master themselves

GEOS & SOURCES

etc

TIER 1, CIS, LATAM, SEA, EUROPE, AFRICA

Optimize your ads across
multiple channels for best
possible performance with full
transparency from our side

VERTICALS
➔

GAMES

➔

E-COMMERCE

➔

RIDE-HAILING

➔

UTILITIES

➔

HEALTH

➔

BUSINESS

➔

FOOD & DRINK

OUR CLIENTS

CONTACTS

CONTACTS

ANDREY OLHIN
Co-founder & Head of Business Development

andrey@adsup.me
+7 (904) 646-29-70

Book a call

Our cases

Reviews

